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Abstract

The impact of the parallel flow shear on the tokamak plasma stability and turbulent transport driven
by the ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes is analyzed by means of local gyrokinetic numerical analy-
ses. It is shown that the parallel flow shear increases the ITG growth rate in the linear regime, and induce
a broadening and shift of the radial spectrum. Then, the different effects of the finite parallel shear on
the ITG turbulence characteristics are deeply analyzed in the nonlinear regime. These studies highlight
that a reduction of the thermal-ion turbulent heat flux is induced by a complex mechanism involving the
nonlinear generation of an enhanced zonal flow activity. Indeed, the turbulent sources of the zonal flows
are increased by the introduction of the finite parallel flow shear in the system, beneficially acting on
the saturation level of the ITG turbulence. The study has been carried out for the Waltz standard case
below the critical threshold of the destabilization of the parallel velocity gradient instability, and then
generalized to a selected pulse of a recent JET scenario with substantial toroidal rotation in the edge
plasma region. It is, thus, suggested that the investigated complex mechanism triggered by the finite
parallel flow shear reducing the ITG turbulent heat fluxes could be complementary to the well-established
perpendicular flow shear in region with sufficiently large plasma toroidal rotation.

1 Introduction1

The paradigm of the mean E×B flow, decorrelating the turbulent structures [1], is well-established both the-2

oretically and experimentally in magnetically confined fusion plasmas [2,3]. The turbulent transport can be3

strongly reduced by perpendicular flows sheared in the radial direction, leading to the formation of transport4

barriers and subsequent confinement improvement [4]. The plasma flow is however not only perpendicular to5

the magnetic field, but also has a component in the parallel direction. This latter contribution to the total6

sheared flow is the parallel flow shear. In a purely toroidally rotating plasma, the parallel and perpendicular7

contributions to the total flow can be related on the basis of geometrical considerations, with the perpendic-8

ular flow shear equal to the parallel flow shear times Bp/Bt where Bp and Bt are the poloidal and toroidal9

magnetic fields, respectively. It has been reported in earlier studies that for large values of the ratio Bp/Bt10

the perpendicular flow shear effectively acts on the stabilization of microinstability-driven transport, benefi-11

cially affecting thereby the plasma confinement [2, 5–11]. On the other hand, a large flow along the parallel12

direction can affect the stability of the plasma, leading to the destabilization of the Parallel Velocity Gra-13

dient (PVG) instability (also referred to as Kelvin-Helmholtz instability or D’Angelo mode) [12, 13]. In the14

nonlinear regime with large parallel flow shear the dominant PVG-induced structures can couple to the drift15

wave dynamics, leading to even more complex turbulent regimes [14,15]. Moreover, in such nonlinear regimes16

with large parallel flow shear, the generation of large-scale axial-symmetric fluctuations of the electrostatic17

potential, generally called zonal flows [16], can be efficiently driven by a nonlinear energy transfer from the18

huge reservoir of free energy constituted by the parallel flow shear [17]. The beneficial impact of the zonal19
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shearing flows on the plasma turbulent transport stabilization is well-known. Nevertheless, the so-generated1

helical pattern in turbulent plasma flows, due to the dominant formation of zonal structures, can transit to2

a different pattern when a threshold in Mach number is overcome in the presence of a large parallel flow3

shear [18]. Streamer-like turbulence patterns then dominate, leading thus to an enhanced radially outward4

turbulent transport.5

In this paper, we study the effect of the parallel flow shear on the turbulent transport driven by the Ion6

Temperature Gradient (ITG) modes [19], firstly in the well-established configuration of the Waltz standard7

case [5] and then to a more realistic setup. This study is motivated by the observations of a decrease of the8

ITG turbulence saturated levels in the presence of a finite parallel flow shear. These numerical analyses,9

carried out in a different framework [20], shows an unexpected reduction of the ITG-dominated heat fluxes10

in edge plasmas at JET with a large plasma torque and toroidal rotation induced by the Neutral-Beam-11

Injection (NBI) system when only the parallel flow shear was retained in the numerical setup. In contrast12

with earlier studies which highlighted the negligible role of the parallel flow shear on the control of turbulent13

fluctuations in fusion plasmas [21], this study identifies a possible beneficial effect of the parallel flow on the14

plasma turbulent transport.15

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 focuses on investigating the effects of the parallel flow shear16

on the ITG-driven turbulent transport in the well-established and deeply studied framework of the Waltz17

standard case [5] by means of multi-code gyrokinetic numerical analyses. Firstly the linear stability of the18

system is addressed, with a particular attention to the impact of the parallel flow on the ITG stability.19

Subsequently, the ITG-induced turbulence dynamics in the presence of a finite parallel flow shear is studied20

in the nonlinear regime, emphasizing the transport reduction due to an enhanced zonal flow activity. The21

underlying mechanism boosting the zonal flow turbulent sources is investigated and characterised by means22

of dedicated analyses. The coupling among physical quantities, whose parallel and radial structures are23

modified by the parallel flow, is envisaged to be the principal cause of the increased zonal activity. The same24

mechanism is then generalized to a realistic JET plasma in section 3, corroborating the importance of such25

a mechanism. In the end, the results are discussed and summarized in section 4, highlighting the possible26

experimental relevance of the unveiled beneficial mechanism on the ITG-driven turbulent transport.27

2 Impact of the parallel flow shear on the turbulent transport in28

the Waltz standard case29

The effect of the parallel flow shear has been analyzed by means of gyrokinetic simulations performed with30

the Gene code [22] in its local version. Basically, only a flux-tube of the entire plasma volume is simulated.31

Such an approximation has been widely used for this context about the effect of the sheared flows, and32

many examples can be found in the literature (see e.g. Refs. [8, 10, 23, 24]). The effect of the parallel flow33

shear has been analyzed both in linear and nonlinear regimes for two different cases. As a first step, in34

order to evaluate the generality of the results, the Waltz standard case [5] has been considered. Then, in35

Section 3, more realistic experimental conditions based on recent JET pulses in the context of large rotation36

regimes [20] are analyzed. It is thus shown that the effect of the parallel flow shear on the linear stability37

and on the transport is quite robust and may have a critical impact.38

2.1 Linear stability analyses39

The simulations for the Waltz standard case have been performed in the electrostatic (βe → 0), and colli-40

sionless limit with circular concentric flux surfaces. The electron species has been treated kinetically with41

the actual electron-to-ion mass ratio me/mi = 2.72 × 10−4. The linear growth rate and mode frequency42

are normalized to cs/a, where a is the minor radius and cs =
√
Te/mp the reference speed, with Te the43

local electron temperature and mp the proton mass. The wavelengths are normalized to the characteristic44

Larmor radius at the reference speed ρs = csmp/qeBref , with qe the electron charge and Bref the value45

of the magnetic field at the magnetic axis. Only the effect of the parallel flow shear has been retained in46

those linear simulations, while the perpendicular E ×B flow shear is not considered. Moreover, no toroidal47

rotation has been applied.48

The linear growth rate and frequency spectra computed by Gene are illustrated in blue curves respectively49

in panel (a) and (b) of Figure 1. The binormal wavenumber is scanned from minimum kyρs = 0.05 to50

maximum kyρs = 1.2. The same range of wavenumber is retained in the nonlinear simulations that will51

be presented in the following 2.2. Consistently with the well-known results of the Waltz standard case,52

the growth rate is dominated by ITG modes [19] in the region kyρs < 0.75, whereas Trapped Electron53

Modes (TEMs) are dominating for kyρs > 0.75. This is confirmed by inspecting the sign of the mode54

frequency in Figure 1(a), in which the positive (negative) sign represents a mode propagating in the ion55
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Figure 1: The linear growth rate (a) and mode frequency (a) computed by the Gene code are plotted as
a function of the binormal wavenumber ky (normalized to the ion sound Larmor radius ρs) for various
configurations of the parallel flow shear γpfs.

(electron) diamagnetic direction, for the Gene convention. In local gyrokinetic codes, the plasma flow is1

generally assumed to be purely toroidal and species independent [25], due to the limit ρ∗ → 0 (see discussion2

in Ref. [10]). Thus, the toroidal angular velocity can be basically expressed as Ω = ∂φ/∂ψ, with φ the3

electrostatic potential and ψ the poloidal magnetic flux. The normalized radial derivative of the toroidal4

angular velocity is defined as:5

γϕ =
∂Ω

∂ρtor

a

cs
(1)

where ρtor is the square root of the toroidal magnetic flux ρ normalized to its value at the plasma boundary6

ρbd (ρtor ≡
√
ρ/ρbd). The perpendicular and parallel components of the toroidal flow shear are geometrically7

linked and not independent of each other. For flexibility, it is however possible to specify independently these8

two components in the Gene code. The perpendicular component of the toroidal flow shear is controlled9

via the parameter γE×B = γϕρtor,0/q0, where ρtor,0 and q0 are respectively the local radial coordinate10

and value of the safety factor. In the limit of large aspect ratio and circular poloidal cross-section, this11

coincides with the usual definition of the ExB shearing rate [1, 26]. The parallel component of the toroidal12

flow shear is specified in the Gene code with the input parameter γpfs, which has the same definition as13

γE×B (γpfs = γϕρtor,0/q0). The value of γpfs is combined with the appropriate geometrical factors in the14

Gene code to compute the contribution of the parallel flow shear in the radial gradient of the background15

distribution function [27]. In the following, the Gene input parameters γE×B and γpfs are used to specify,16

respectively, the perpendicular and parallel flow shear components.17

The spectra for increasing values of the parallel flow shear parameter γpfs are illustrated in Figure 1. As18

already said, the parallel flow shear in the employed local gyrokinetic codes, i.e. Gene and GKW, directly19

modifies the radial gradient of the background distribution function of each species, and thereby affecting the20

drives in the gyrokinetic set of equations. The perpendicular flow shear, on the other hand, is implemented21
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in the codes as a periodic remapping of the radial wavenumbers, to mimic the advection due to the shear1

flow. For more detailed and comprehensive treatments of the code implementations, the reader can refer2

to [27] for Gene and to [28] for GKW. For the sake of clarity, it should be mentioned that the GKW code3

has been employed only for a restricted set of nonlinear simulations, as can be appreciated in the following4

Figure 6. The GKW is employed to confirm that the results here presented are not related to only one single5

gyrokinetic local code and, thereby, to corroborate the findings.6

The introduction of the parallel flow shear in the simulations has a destabilizing effect on the ITG modes.7

Almost no impact is indeed observed for the TEMs. The different impact on ITG and TEM instabilities8

is confirmed by scanning the parallel flow shear for two different binormal wavenumbers, i.e. kyρs = 0.39

(red curve, representative of the ITG instability) and kyρs = 1.0 (blue curve, representative of the TEM10

instability) and showing the corresponding growth rate and frequency in Figure 2. The wide range of parallel11

flow shear explored in this scan shows that the ITG mode is increasingly destabilized by γpfs, while the TEM12

has a constant growth rate. The growth rate of the ITG mode is increased by almost 15% moving from13

γpfs = 0 to γpfs = 1.5 [cs/a]. The mode frequencies plotted in panel (b) of Figure 2 shows that the γpfs range14

that has been explored is below the critical threshold for the destabilization of the PVG instability. Indeed,15

besides the unvaried mode frequency, the analyzed eigenmodes have a very similar ballooning structure (not16

reported here for the sake of simplicity).

Figure 2: The linear growth rate (a) and mode frequency (a) computed by the Gene code are plotted as
a function of the parallel flow shear γpfs for two different binormal wavenumbers, namely kyρs = 0.3,
dominated by the ITG instability, and kyρs = 1, dominated by the TEM instability.

17

Another important effect of the parallel flow shear on the ITG linear stability is illustrated in Figure 3,18

where the kyρs = 0.3 mode is plotted as a function of the radial wavevector kxρs for four different values19

of the parallel flow shear. An enhancement of the ITG growth rate is measured with the γpfs increasing,20

resulting in an upshift and a broadening of the kx spectrum. The relative increase of the growth rate due21

to finite parallel flow shear is larger at finite kx wavenumbers than for kx = 0. It must be noted that in this22

latter plot only the unstable ITG modes are retained. This broadened spectrum is also a key feature in the23

nonlinear regime, as it is shown in the following section 2.2.3. In addition, while the kx spectrum without24
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parallel flow shear is symmetric, the introduction of a finite parallel flow shear breaks this symmetry and1

enhances the growth rate of positive kx modes. In fact, comparing the growth rate of the ITG unstable2

modes for couples of opposite kx wavelengths in the cases with γpfs ≥ 0.03 cs/a, it can be seen how the3

positive kx modes present a larger growth rate with respect to the corresponding negative −kx modes.

Figure 3: The linear growth rate of the binormal wavenumber kyρs = 0.3 is plotted as a function of the
radial wavenumber kxρs for various configuration of the parallel flow shear γpfs.

4

The introduction of the parallel flow shear also breaks the symmetry of the parallel structure of the5

electrostatic potential [7]. In Figures 4(a) and (b) the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the electro-6

static potential for the mode (kxρs, kyρs) = (0, 0.3) are plotted as a function of the parallel coordinate z,7

representing the field-line angle and spanning the range [−π,+π]. In the flux-tube approximation, thus, the8

parallel coordinate can also represent the poloidal angle. The purely symmetric mode structure observed for9

γpfs = 0 is no longer obtained with finite parallel flow shear. It is to be noted that the parallel structure10

of the deuterium density fluctuations in the linear regime fully resemble the ones shown for the electrostatic11

potential (panels (a) and (b)). In panels (c) and (d), instead, the real and imaginary parts of the deuterium12

parallel velocity is illustrated for different configurations of the parallel flow shear. It can be seen that the13

anti-symmetric structure of the thermal ion parallel velocity of the Waltz standard case is modified by the14

introduction of the finite parallel flow shear.15

2.2 Nonlinear simulations of the Waltz standard case16

In this section, the impact of the parallel flow shear on the Waltz standard case is extensively analysed in17

the nonlinear regime. Links with previous relevant work on the impact of plasma flows in similar previous18

gyrokinetic studies (see e.g. Refs. [8, 10, 23]) are also provided. The results achieved by means of the Gene19

code and presented in the following have also been benchmarked with the GKW gyrokinetic code in its flux-20

tube version [29]. Diverse studies have already reported a very good agreement between the two numerical21

tools (see e.g. Refs. [30–33]).22

For the present case, the simulations performed with the Gene code employs a numerical box resolution23

of (nkx , nky , nz) = (128, 24, 32) for what concerns the spatial domain, with finite difference numerical scheme24

used for the parallel z direction and spectral decomposition in the radial x and binormal y directions; the25

velocity space is discretised with (nv‖ , nµ) = (30, 16). The perpendicular width of the simulation box is26

[Lx, Ly] = [98.4, 125.7] in units of ρs. The minimum binormal wavenumber is ky,minρs = 0.05. Thanks to27

the computational affordability of the Waltz standard case, extensive convergence tests have been carried28

out, especially on the radial discretisation and box width, in order to ensure the robustness of the achieved29

results. The selected setup already provides good convergence of the electrostatic potential fluctuations,30

which present a difference of more than three orders of magnitude going from kx,min = 0 to kx,max = 4.02.31

This latter consideration is essential for the correct application of the E × B flow shear, which consists32

essentially in a periodic remapping of the radial wavevectors.33
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Figure 4: In panels (a) and (b), the real and the imaginary part, respectively, the linear parallel
structures of the electrostatic potential for the mode (kxρs, kyρs) = (0, 0.3) are shown for different
configurations of the parallel flow shear. In panels (c) and (d), indeed, the curves represent the parallel
structure of the deuterium parallel velocity.

The GKW simulations are performed with a slightly different numerical setup, with the spatial domain1

discretised as (nkx , nky , nz) = (339, 21, 32). The same numerical scheme of the Gene code is also employed2

in GKW, i.e. spectral Fourier analysis in the perpendicular directions and finite differences in the parallel3

one. Please note that in the GKW usual notation, the binormal wavenumber is indicated with the symbol4

θ and the radial with r. Here and in the remainder of the paper, we will use the Gene convention for the5

sake of clarity. The velocity space is discretised with (nv‖ , nµ) = (48, 16) points.6

2.2.1 ITG-driven fluxes in the presence of finite parallel flow shear7

In order to clearly identify the reduction of the turbulent transport, in Figure 5(a), the time-traces of the8

thermal ion heat flux are reported for configurations with different values of the parallel flow shear. In9

the inset on the top-right of Figure 5(a), the linear phase of the various simulations are zoomed in, showing10

thereby the steeper evolution of the heat flux with increasing parallel flow shear. This result is fully consistent11

with the increase of the growth rate due to the increasing of γpfs, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. A further12
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statistical assessment on the probability distribution function (PDF) of the Gene-computed heat flux time1

signals is reported in panel (b) of Figure 5. The PDFs are shown only for the configurations with γpfs = 02

and 0.15 cs/a, clearly highlighting a reduction of the burst events in the heat flux time evolution and a shift3

towards lower turbulence levels in the presence of a finite parallel flow shear.

Figure 5: The time evolution of the flux-surface averaged thermal ion heat fluxes is shown in (a) for three
different values of the parallel flow shear for the standard Waltz case. The inset on the top right represents
a zoom over the first linear phase of the nonlinear simulations, identifying thus the difference in the
saturation mechanism amplitude. The gray shaded areas roughly represents indeed the saturation phase of
the simulations, while the horizontal solid lines starting at t = 600 a/cs illustrate the time-averaged values
of the heat flux time-traces. In (b), the probability distribution function (with 32 bins) of the thermal ion
heat fluxes reported in panel (a) is illustrated for the saturated phase of the configurations with γpfs = 0
and 0.15 [cs/a].

4

Figure 6: The flux-surface averaged thermal ion heat flux reduction computed in the nonlinear regime
with the Gene code are plotted as a function of γpfs and γE×B . The heat flux reduction is expressed as
the ratio over the heat flux computed in the simulation without considering the flow shear (γϕ = 0),
i.e. QD(γϕ)/QD(γϕ = 0) . In red, only the parallel component of the toroidal flow shear is retained in the
simulations. In blue, it is only the perpendicular component and in green, both components corresponding
to a purely toroidal flow shear are retained. In addition, the dashed red curve is the dependence of the heat
flux reduction retaining only the parallel flow shear computed by the GKW code.

It is now worthy to investigate the effects of the different flows on the turbulent transport in the well-5
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studied Waltz standard setup. In Figure 6, the flux-averaged heat flux computed by the Gene code is1

plotted with the red curve as a function of the parallel flow shear γpfs, for the same range of values reported2

in the previous analyses. The heat flux, which is averaged over a time window larger than 1500 a/cs in3

each simulation, is actually plotted as heat flux reduction relatively to the case without parallel flow shear4

(i.e. with γpfs = 0). This is done to clearly appreciate the percentage of the reduction. It can be seen,5

thereby, that for γpfs = 0.15 cs/a the reduction is substantial, with the ITG-driven thermal ion heat flux6

decreased by around 25% with respect to the case without parallel flow shear. It must be however noted7

that a parallel flow shear of γpfs = 0.15 cs/a is usually related to very high-rotation regime plasmas (see8

e.g. the values achieved in recent JET experiments [20]). The electron heat fluxes follow a similar trend to9

the deuterium one (Qe/QD is almost constant), although subdominant TEMs may drive a non-negligible10

part of the electron transport.11

A benchmark with the GKW code has been performed for what concerns the nonlinear simulation of the12

Waltz standard case retaining only the parallel flow shear effect. The outcomes of the GKW computations13

are illustrated in Figure 6 with a red dashed curve (and with filled circled markers). It is shown that also14

in this latter case, the heat flux is reduced in the presence of a pure finite parallel flow shear. Moreover, a15

good quantitative agreement between the two codes is observed, corroborating thereby the beneficial effect16

of the parallel flow shear on the level of the saturated thermal ion heat fluxes.17

The flux-surface averaged heat fluxes for the configurations in which the perpendicular E×B shear flow18

is retained, in combination with the parallel flow shear or without parallel flow shear, as also shown in Figure19

6. It can be observed that perpendicular flow shear is more effective than parallel flow shear to decrease the20

thermal turbulent transport. The heat flux reduction obtained with parallel and perpendicular flow shear21

together is comparable to that with perpendicular flow shear alone. This suggests that a nonlinear synergy22

between the parallel and the perpendicular flow shear is likely underlying. It is worthy to note that the23

effects of the perpendicular E × B flow shear are in qualitative agreement with the previously published24

studies, see e.g. Refs. [8, 9, 23,24], based on the well-established Cyclone Base Case [34].25

Before highlighting the principal cause of the increased amplitude of the zonal modes, it is worthy to26

show the thermal ion heat flux spectra for the different configurations of the parallel flow shear. These are27

illustrated in Figure 7, where the flux-surface and time averaged thermal ion heat fluxes are plotted against28

the binormal wavenumbers. It is thus shown that the binormal modes mostly contributing to the total heat

Figure 7: The thermal ion heat flux spectra for different configurations of the parallel flow shear γpfs in
the Waltz standard case are plotted as function of the binormal wavenumber kyρs after being averaged in
time.

29

flux are located around kyρs = 0.1−0.2, consistently with the seminal work of Waltz et al. [5]. At this range30

of binormal wavenumbers, as also illustrated in Figure 2(a), the ITG is the dominant unstable mode. It is31

worthy to note that at high γpfs the spectra amplitude are reduced with respect to the ones at low values32

of γpfs, consistently with Figure 5, but no shift of the heat flux peak is measured. This means that the33

turbulence regime is unvaried, but rather the amplitude of the turbulence-induced fluctuations is decreased34

by the effect of the parallel flow shear. This can be stated after observing that the cross-phase has only a35

mild effect on the transport.36
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2.2.2 Study of the cross-phase in the presence of parallel flow shear1

In this section, the cross-phase angle distribution between the fluctuating quantities related to the heat flux2

computation is studied. This is done to show that the ITG-driven heat flux reduction in the presence of3

finite parallel flow shear is not due to a phase shift. Therefore, the cross-phase angle, defined as:4

α(A×B) = tan−1
(
Im(A/B)/Re(A/B)

)
(2)

where A and B are the fluctuating physical parameters. The cross-phase is computed for each x and z grid-5

point, hence after having inverse-Fourier transformed the physical quantities along the radial coordinate.6

Then, the cross-phase is weighted by the absolute values of the product of the quantities A and B for each7

kyρs. Eventually, the density function of the cross-phase samplings is calculated and reported as an histogram8

with 62 bins evenly spaced in the range [−π, π]. This is done for all the retained binormal wavenumbers9

kyρs. Figure 8 thereby illustrates the contour plots of the time-averaged cross-phase angle α as a function of10

the binormal wavenumbers for three different combinations of the deuterium particle- and heat-flux-related11

quantities, namely φ× nD, φ× T‖,D and φ× T⊥,D. Such cross-phase angles are visualized in panels (a-c) in12

the nonlinear regime without the introduction of the parallel flow shear in the simulation and in panels (d-f)13

for the nonlinear simulation with γpfs = 0.15 cs/a. In each panels of Figure 8, the peak of the cross-phase14

angle from the linear regime (therefore computed for only a single kyρs at once) is also reported as red circles15

for the kyρs ≤ 1 region. As a first assessment, it can be observed that there is a good agreement between

Figure 8: The cross-phase angle histograms for φ× nD, φ× T‖,D and φ× T⊥,D are shown as contour plots
as a function of the binormal wavenumber for the simulation without parallel flow shear (γpfs = 0) and for
the simulation with γpfs = 0.15 cs/a respectively in panels (a-c) and (d-f). Additionally, the cross-phase
histogram peaks computed in the linear regime are over-plotted as red dots for the range 0.05 ≤ kyρs ≤ 1
in each panel.

16

the linear regime and the nonlinear one, both in the case without and with parallel flow shear. The only17

deviation can be noted in the histograms for kyρs > 0.4, where the peaks of the linear cross phases tend to18

be localized around α = −π for φ×nD, and α = 0 for φ×T‖,D and φ×T⊥,D. This deviation is likely due to19

the transition from ITG to TEM dominant instability, as confirmed by the linear spectra in Figure 1. Yet,20

as illustrated by the spectra reported in Figure 7, the main part of the thermal ion heat fluxes is carried by21

the binormal wavenumbers kyρs < 0.4, with almost negligible contributions from the other wavenumbers.22

Therefore, such a deviation of the cross-phase angles is not expected to be relevant for the interpretation of23

the total heat transport in the nonlinear regime.24
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Figure 9: The trend of the thermal ion heat flux reduction, already reported in Figure 6, is compared to
the kernel of the heat flux computation without taking into account the cross phase, in order to disentangle
the effect of the cross phase on the transport reduction. The heat flux reduction is represented by the red
curve with empty circles, and the heat flux kernel without taking into account the cross phase is illustrated
in blue with asterisk.

In order to further corroborate the mild effect of the cross-phase shift on the transport reduction in the1

configuration with the parallel flow shear, an additional analysis has been carried out. Figure 9 shows the2

comparison between the trend of the thermal ion heat flux reduction as a function of γpfs and the parameter3

K =
∑
kx,ky

〈|φ| ·
∣∣T⊥,D + 0.5T‖,D

∣∣〉z. This latter parameter K represents the kernel of the thermal ion heat4

flux computed in Gene [35,36] neglecting the effect of the cross-phase. Figure 9 shows that the trends of the5

parameter K and of the heat flux reduction as a function of the parallel flow shear are comparable. If the6

phase shift had a non-negligible effect on the transport, the trends would have been different, with a roughly7

constant dependence of K on γpfs. This, eventually, enforces the observation of a mild effect of the parallel8

flow shear on the cross-phase distribution. Thus, the heat flux reduction measured for the increasing of γpfs9

is not due to the phase shift.10

2.2.3 Effect of the parallel flow shear on the electrostatic potential spectra11

Figure 10 illustrates the spectra of the square of the electrostatic potential
∑
ky
〈〈|φ|2〉z〉t as a function of the12

radial wavenumber kxρs after being averaged in the parallel direction z and in statistically significant time13

windows and then summed over the binormal wavenumbers ky for different values of the parallel flow shear.14

The parallel flow shear spans the range γpfs = [0, 0.15] cs/a, consistently with the linear analysis in the15

previous section. Note that the square of the absolute value of φ, and not just the absolute value, is summed16

over ky in order to fulfill the theorem of Parseval [37]. In the sum over ky wavenumber, the zonal modes are17

excluded. This does not influence the radial shape of the electrostatic potential shown in Figure 10, since18

the zonal perturbations are always radially symmetric. As already reported in the previous literature (see,19

e.g., Figure 15 of Ref. [10]), and consistently with the linear results illustrated in Figure 3, the spectra reveal20

a broadening of the profile and a shift of the peak. In this particular configuration, the shift is towards21

positive kxρs, and it is more pronounced for the increasing strength of the parallel flow shear. The inset22

on the top-right in Figure 10 represents a zoom over the small radial wavenumbers to clearly highlight the23

broadening and the shift.24

Moreover, Figure 5(a) also shows that the reduction of the transport is strongly related to the saturation25

phase, whose approximated time window is highlighted in the figure with a gray shaded area. ITG instabilities26

being the main transport drive in the Waltz configuration used for the performed numerical simulations, the27

principal saturation mechanism of the deuterium heat fluxes is the axial-symmetric perturbations of the28

electrostatic potential, namely the well-known zonal flows [16]. Indeed, the ITG turbulence self-regulates29

by nonlinearly trigger the zonal (ky = 0) fluctuations, whose shearing effect leads to the de-correlation of30

the turbulent eddies [1] and thereby to the saturation of the turbulent transport. For this reason, the focus31

of the following analysis is the unexpected enhancement of the zonal activity when the parallel flow shear32

10



Figure 10: The radial spectra of the square of the electrostatic potential, averaged over the time and the
parallel direction, and then summed over over the binormal wavenumbers, are illustrated for different
values of the parallel flow shear γpfs in the Waltz standard case. The inset on the top right shows a zoom
over the low-kx region, where the shift due to the parallel flow is more visible.

is consistently introduced in the numerical setup. Such an enhancement is clearly displayed in Figure 11,

Figure 11: The zonal flow shearing rates γzonal averaged in time are plotted as a function of the radial
wavenumbers for different configurations of the parallel flow shear in the Waltz standard case. The vertical
dotted-dashed line represents the radial wavenumber kxρs = 0.2555, at which the major growth with the
increasing of the parallel flow shear is measured.

1

where the zonal flow shearing rate, defined as γzonal ≡ |k2xφ(kx, 0)|, is reported as a function of the radial2

wavenumber kxρs after being averaged over a significant time interval larger than 1500 a/cs. It is thus3
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shown that a clear correlation between the increase of the parallel flow shear and the zonal flow shearing1

rate exists, as the faster saturation phase displayed in Figure 5 already suggested. The vertical black dotted2

curve highlights the radial mode kxρs = 0.2555 (often approximated with kxρs = 0.26 in the following),3

which is the zonal kx mode reporting the largest increase.4

Other distinct peaks at larger kxρs values are also observed in Figure 11, corresponding to the positions5

kx = 2πpŝky,min of the mode rational surfaces, with p ∈ Z and ŝ the magnetic shear, and linked to the6

response of passing kinetic electrons retained in the simulations [38,39].7

2.2.4 Parallel flow shear enhancing the zonal flow turbulent source8

It is now possible to study the underlying causes for the reduction of the turbulent transport in the presence9

of the parallel flow shear. As it has been reported, the zonal flow activity is increased in the low-kx region,10

whereas the turbulent heat flux, peaking around kyρs = 0.1− 0.2, is reduced. This suggests, together with11

the observation on the saturation phase of the evolution in time of the heat fluxes, as illustrated in Figure 5,12

that the mechanism leading to the turbulent transport reduction may be related to the effects of an enhanced13

zonal flow activity on the ITG-driven fluxes, possibly due to an increased nonlinear energy transfer between14

the ion-scale and the zonal scales in the presence of parallel flow shear. Therefore, consistently with Ref. [40],15

the turbulent source for the zonal flows arising from the nonlinear three-wave coupling is studied. Basically,16

we have limited ourselves to analyze the interactions between the thermal-ion scales, where the heat flux17

spectra peak, and the zonal modes enhanced by the introduction of the parallel flow shear.18

As described in Ref. [40], the turbulent source for the zonal flow generation in the fluid limit is related to19

the various moments of the perturbed distribution function coupled to the electrostatic potential fluctuations20

(see Eqs. (17) and (18) of Ref. [40]). In Figure 4, it has been reported that the parallel flow shear breaks21

the symmetry of the φ (and nD) and u‖,D structures in the parallel direction. Hence, the first candidates to22

play an important role in the enhancement of the turbulent source for the zonal flow generation are those23

parameters, i.e. nD and u‖,D.24

Thus, in the following, we have analyzed the interaction between the electrostatic potential and both the
ion density and the ion parallel velocity for single modes. The single modes selected, as already explained,
are the kx mode at which the zonal flow shearing rate varies the most with γpfs and the ky mode where the
heat flux spectrum peaks, as well as the mode completing the triplet and thereby fulfilling the conditions
kx = k′x + k′′x and ky = k′y + k′′y . Namely those modes can be obtained by the four different combinations,
and here we analyze the following one: k = (kxρs, kyρs) = (0.26, 0), k′ = (k′xρs, k

′
yρs) = (0.26,−0.1) and

k′′ = (k′′xρs, k
′′
yρs) = (0, 0.1). It could be observed that, due to representation of real quantities in the

complex space, the fluctuating parameters for the perpendicular wavenumber k′ = (0.26,−0.1) are exactly
equivalent to the complex conjugate of k? = (−0.26, 0.1), i.e. k′ = (k?)†, where the superscript † indicates
the complex conjugate. A schematic representation of the wavevectors, selected for this particular analysis,
is provided in Figure 12. Therefore, the quantities computed are:

Nn(z) = [φk
′
(z)]† · nk

′′

D (z) (3a)

Nu(z) = [φk
′
(z)]† · uk

′′

‖,D(z) (3b)

It must be also noted that Nn and Nu are the kernel of the more complicated relations in the aforementioned25

Reference [40] (for the sake of clarity, in such a Reference these quantities are respectively indicated with26

the symbols N0 and N1). As pointed out in [40], these parameters are basically derived from the integration27

of specific triplets of wavevectors within the nonlinear term of the gyrokinetic equation. It must be also28

stressed that retaining only one specific triplets does not prescribe the computation of the time-averaged Nn29

and Nu to be null. Moreover, since the geometric factors reported in Equation (17) of Ref. [40] are unvaried30

among all the simulations in this work, the omission of those quantities in the computation of Nn and Nu is31

justified.32

It is worthy to note also that the quantities Nn and Nu are computed for each parallel position, namely33

preserving the dependence on z, and on a statistically meaningful time window in the saturated phase of the34

nonlinear simulations. Respectively in Figures 13(a) and (b), the parallel structures of Re[Nn] and Re[Nu]35

are plotted, after being averaged in time. The quantities φ, n and u‖ are normalized to Gene reference36

units, which are respectively Teρ
∗/e, neρ

∗ and ρ∗
√
Te/mi. It can thus be observed that the amplitude of37

the nonlinear interaction between these fluctuating parameters are enhanced when the parallel flow shear38

is introduced in the simulations. The increase of the Nu parameter due to the parallel flow shear is more39

pronounced with respect to the one measured for Nn, as can be inferred by computing the ratio of the40

integrals of the curves reported in Figure 13. The finite parallel flow shear enhances Nn by a factor of 2.241

and Nu of 4.6 with respect to the case with γpfs = 0.42

In addition, in order to understand the principles of this mechanism, in Figures 14(a) and (b) the
absolute value of the parameters Nn and Nu are plotted after being averaged in time. This analysis allows

12



Figure 12: Schematic representation of the (kx, ky) space normalized to the ion Larmor radius at the
sound speed ρs. The wavevectors k = (0.26, 0), k′ = (0.26,−0.1) and k′′ = (0, 0.1) are highlighted in,
respectively, red, blue and green solid arrows. The additional wavevector k? = (−0.26, 0.1) = (k′)† is also
highlighted with blue dotted arrow.

Figure 13: The parallel dependence of the time-averaged real part of Nn (a) and Nu (b) parameters,
computed for the triplet k = (0.26, 0), k′ = (0.26,−0.1) and k′′ = (0, 0.1), is shown for two different
configurations, without parallel flow shear (γpfs = 0) in blue, and with finite parallel flow shear γpfs = 0.15
cs/a in red.

to disentangle the effects of the amplitude of the fluctuating quantities, i.e. φ, nD and u‖,D, from their cross
phase. In fact, as an example, the turbulent sources reported in Relations 3(a) and (b), can also be rewritten

13



Figure 14: The parallel dependence of the time-averaged absolute values of Nn (a) and Nu (b)
parameters, computed for the triplet k = (0.26, 0), k′ = (0.26,−0.1) and k′′ = (0, 0.1), is shown for two
different configurations, without parallel flow shear (γpfs = 0) in blue, and with finite parallel flow shear
γpfs = 0.15 cs/a in red.

in polar form as:

Nn(z) = |φk
′
(z)| · |nk

′′

D (z)| · cos δ0 (4a)

Nu(z) = |φk
′
(z)| · |uk

′′

‖,D(z)| · cos δ1 (4b)

where δ0 and δ1 are the angles between the fluctuating quantities.1

It can be thus seen that, only retaining the amplitude of the signals, the coupling between the afore-2

mentioned physical quantities is enhanced. Therefore, the increase of the turbulent source for the zonal3

flow generation is mainly due to an increased amplitude of the physical fluctuating quantities, rather than4

a more favorable cross-phase angle among them. This can also be seen by inspecting the ratio of the ab-5

solute values of φ and u‖,D, evaluated at (kxρs = 0.26, kyρs = 0.1), for both configuration, namely for6

γpfs = 0 and γpfs = 0.15 cs/a. We have chosen to focus on those two latter parameters since Nu is7

more increased with respect to Nn by the introduction of the parallel flow shear. It can be seen thus that8

|φ(k′)pfs=0.15|/|φ(k′)pfs=0| = 1.33 and |u‖,D(k′)pfs=0.15|/|u‖,D(k′)pfs=0| = 3.02. Therefore, the better non-9

linear coupling, which enhances the turbulent source for the zonal flow generation in the presence of a finite10

parallel flow, is mainly related to the increase of the parallel velocity of the thermal ion species.11

It is also worthy to note that the same analysis has been performed for other triplets with comparable12

results. Firstly, the resulting wavevector k, represented by the red arrow in Figure 12, can also be given13

by k′ = (0,−0.1) and k′′ = (0.26, 0.1). On the same line, being the zonal components of the electrostatic14

potential symmetric in the kx direction, also the nonlinear coupling involving the wavevector k = (−0.26, 0)15

must be analyzed. Again, very similar results have been obtained for other binormal wavevectors ky in the16

same range, further suggesting that the proposed mechanism is effective for more triplets.17

As a final remark, it is to be noted that in order to have a clear evaluation of the energy transfer towards18

the zonal components, more accurate analyses often employed in local gyrokinetic simulations could be19

14



carried out, e.g. the ones reported in Refs. [41–44]. Studies based on such triad transfer analyses will be1

reported in future contributions.2

From the current analysis, however, it can be concluded that the parallel flow shear contributes to the3

modification of the turbulent source for the zonal flow generation. This, hence, suggests that the increase4

of the zonal component amplitude of the electrostatic potential is related to the introduction of the parallel5

flow shear. Such an effect has a direct impact on the saturation of the ITG-driven heat fluxes and thereby6

also on the turbulent transport levels. Future efforts will be dedicated to analyze from a theoretical point7

of view the influence of the parallel flow shear on the Reynolds stress tensor, which is the main source of8

the zonal flows [16]. We see in the linear study that the parallel flow shear enhances finite kx modes in an9

asymmetric way. This may explain the enhancement of the Reynolds stress. Yet, those studies are left for a10

future companion work.11

3 Observations of parallel flow shear effects on JET pulses12

After reporting the effects of the parallel flow shear on the ITG-driven turbulent transport in the canonical13

Waltz standard case, it is of interest to monitor its impact on a more realistic configuration. For this purpose,14

this section focuses on the numerical analysis, by means of the Gene code, of the plasma edge of JET pulse15

#96994. This particular pulse is part of a recent, broad and very comprehensive multi-shot study carried16

out at JET in the framework of the development of new small Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) regimes [20].17

In such analysis, the role of the high plasma rotation, mainly induced by the large input power of the applied18

tangential Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating system, is demonstrated to be fundamental in avoiding19

impurity accumulation in the plasma core and huge radiative losses in the edge.20

JET pulse #96994, with 27 MW of input power from NBI, presents a large plasma rotation in the outer21

region of the plasma, and it has been selected therefore as a suitable test-bed case for studying the impact22

of the parallel flow shear on the turbulent transport. The Gene simulations are performed at the radial23

location ρtor = 0.8. This radial location is slightly inward with respect to the pedestal position. The realistic24

magnetic equilibrium, as well as the input parameters for the local gyrokinetic analyses, have been computed25

by means of the integrated modelling suite of codes CRONOS [45]. The numerical resolution used in this case26

is (nkx , nky , nz) = (256, 24, 36) in the spatial space, and (nv‖ , nµ) = (30, 16) for what concerns the velocity27

space, for a numerical box width of [Lx, Ly] = [181.9, 125.7]. The minimum ky, beyond the zonal component,28

is ky,min = 0.05. Differently from the study reported in Ref. [20], we have neglected the introduction of the29

Neon impurity in the system, although no substantial divergence from the following results is expected.30

Thus, the simulations have been performed, depending on the configuration and clearly indicated, with zero31

or three impurity species (Beryllium, Tungsten and Nickel). Both parallel and perpendicular fluctuations32

of the magnetic field have been retained in the simulations. The summarizing Table 1 reports the input33

parameters employed in the Gene flux-tube simulations.

Table 1: Employed plasma parameters in Gene simulations modelling JET pulse #96994 at ρtor = 0.8
and t = 12.5 s. Here, ε represents the inverse aspect ratio, n the species density normalized to the electron
density, R/Ln,T the normalized logarithmic density and temperature gradient, βe the electron-beta, and
ν∗ ≡ (ane/4|e|2ni)νei the normalized collision frequency, where a is the minor radius, e the electron charge
and nuei the Hinton-Hazeltine electron-ion collision rate [46]. The temperature gradient for all the ion
species is the same R/LTi . Eventually, the normalization factors in standard units are also reported,
i.e. the on-axis magnetic field strength B0, the local (ρ = 0.8) electron temperature Te and density ne, and
the major radius R0. The various cases, however, differ essentially in the parallel and perpendicular flow
shear values.

ε q ŝ Ti/Te R/Lne
R/LTe

nD/ne

0.39 2.16 1.98 1.60 2.50 5.67 0.94

R/LnD R/LTi nBe9/ne R/LnBe9
nW184/ne R/LnW184 nNi58/ne

2.51 5.25 0.01 2.66 9.8·10−5 2.41 4.9·10−4

R/LnNi58
βe [%] ν∗ B0 [T] Te [keV] ne [m−3] R0 [m]

1.53 0.41 6.70 · 10−4 2.82 1.74 4.67 · 1019 3.01

34

It is worthy to note that similar studies on the effect of sheared flows on the JET plasma edge stability35

and transport have already been reported in the literature [11]. Whereas the effects of the perpendicular36
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E × B flow on the density peaking formation were documented, the synergy with the parallel flow shear1

remained elusive.2

3.1 Linear stability analysis on the edge plasma of JET pulse #969943

In this section, we will focus on determining the linear stability of the JET pulse #96994 at the radial4

location ρtor = 0.8. In Figure 15, the linear growth rate and the mode frequency computed with the Gene5

code are reported for different number of impurities retained in the system. The systematic observation,6

among all the different cases, is the increase of the ITG linear growth rate with the inclusion of the parallel7

flow shear in the simulation setup. It must be noted that the value of the parallel flow shear computed by8

the integrated modelling, based on the experimentally measured plasma toroidal rotation, is γpfs = 0.139

cs/a. Such an increase of the ITG growth rate is consistent with the results reported in the previous sections10

concerning the standard Waltz case. Additional analyses, not reported here for the sake of simplicity, also11

show that increasing the parallel flow shear monotonically enhances the ITG linear growth rate, and broadens12

the linear kx spectrum as well. This is consistent, once more, with the study on the Waltz standard case13

reported in section 2 of this paper.

Figure 15: The linear growth rate (a) and mode frequency (a) computed by the Gene code are plotted as
a function of the binormal wavenumber ky for the configurations with zero (solid lines) and three (dashed
lines) impurities for two values of the parallel, i.e. γpfs = 0 (blue lines) and γpfs = 0.13 cs/a (red lines).

14

It is worthy to note that for kyρs ≥ 1, ETG modes [47,48] are found unstable. On these modes the linear15

effect of the parallel flow shear is absent, as also observed for the TEMs destabilized in the Waltz standard16

case. Moreover, it could be observed that Micro-Tearing Modes (MTMs) are also measured in the low-ky17

region, although with a very low growth rate.18

3.2 Nonlinear effects of the parallel flow shear in JET pulse #9699419

After describing the linear stability of the system, we can assess the effect of the parallel flow shear on the20

nonlinearly generated turbulent transport. This is illustrated in Figure 16, where the flux-surface averaged21

thermal ion heat flux is computed with the Gene code for each different configuration of the parallel flow22

shear. The heat fluxes reported are intended to be the total one, namely summing both the electrostatic23

and the electromagnetic contributions. However, the electromagnetic contributions is almost negligible with24

respect to the electrostatic one (QEM/QES ∼ 1− 2%). It must be noted that, unlike the relative heat flux25

16



reduction reported in Figure 6, the thermal ion fluxes are here reported in kW/m2 units. The reduction

Figure 16: Time and flux-surface averaged thermal ion heat flux are reported as a function of γpfs and
γE×B for zero and three impurity configurations of JET pulse #96994 simulations with Gene. In red only
the parallel component of the toroidal flow shear is retained in the simulations, whereas in blue only the
perpendicular flow shear is retained (this is shown only for the configuration with zero impurities). The
vertical dotted-dashed line represents the value of the flow shear computed from the plasma toroidal
rotation estimate by CRONOS integrated modelling.

1

of the thermal ion heat flux in the absence of impurities retained in the system is more pronounced than2

what measured in the Waltz standard case. Indeed, for γpfs = 0.13 cs/a the total heat flux is reduced by3

57% with respect to the case without including the parallel flow shear. A similar reduction in percentage4

of the thermal ion transport is measured also in the case with three impurities retained in the simulation5

setup (the red dashed line in Figure 16). As already observed in earlier studies [20], the impurities have a6

beneficial effect on the thermal plasma confinement, since notably lower the ITG linear growth rate. Thus,7

the effect of such a dilution mechanism are clear also in the nonlinear regime.8

The thermal-ion-to-electron heat flux ratio remains roughly constant during the scan on the parallel flow9

intensity, and therefore the same reduction is also measured for the electron transport. In the binormal10

simulation domain, the ETGs are not expected to drive a relevant contribution of the heat flux. Hence,11

the electron transport is predominantly induced by the ITG instability. Nevertheless, a non-negligible12

contribution to the ion-scale transport may be also related to the destabilization of the MTMs, as already13

observed in previous edge plasma studies at JET [49–52].14

In Figure 16, it is also reported the dependence of the deuterium heat flux on the perpendicular flow15

shear γE×B with a blue curve. It must be stressed that in this configuration, only the perpendicular flow16

is retained, while the parallel flow is neglected. Consistently with the study on the Waltz standard case17

reported in section 2.2.1, the perpendicular flow shear reduces the ITG-driven thermal fluxes more than the18

only parallel flow shear. It could be also observed that for γE×B = 0.13 cs/a the thermal ion transport is19

suppressed. This total quench of the ion heat transport in the presence of a strong perpendicular flow has20

already been described in earlier studies [9].21

The causes of the reduction of the thermal ion fluxes when the parallel flow shear is introduced in the22

system can be related again to the intensity of the zonal flow activity. In Figure 17, the zonal flow shearing23

rate is plotted as a function of the radial wavenumbers. It is clearly shown that the shearing rate γzonal is24

increased in the presence of a finite parallel flow shear, especially for the wavenumber kxρs = 0.1382 ∼ 0.14.25

The peaks at larger kxρs values are again present, and, as already noted for Figure 11, they are linked26

to the response of passing kinetic electrons at the mode rational surfaces [38, 39]. The increase of the27

zonal flow shearing rate for large radial wavenumbers is indeed due to the contributions of the factor k2x in28

the definition of γzonal ≡ |k2xφ(kx, 0)|. Once again, this reduction of the heat transport might be related29

to the enhanced zonal flow generation due to a better coupling among the physical quantities φ, nD and30

u‖,D, as already observed in section 2.2.4 for the Waltz standard case. The study of such a nonlinear31

coupling between fluctuating quantities is illustrated in Figure 18, where the absolute values of the parallel32

structures of the parameters of merit Nn and Nu are reported for the configurations without parallel flow33
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Figure 17: The zonal flow shearing rates γzonal averaged in time are plotted as a function of the radial
wavenumbers for different configurations of the parallel flow shear in the Gene code simulations of JET
pulse #96994. The vertical dotted-dashed line represents the radial wavenumber kxρs = 0.1382, at which
the major growth with the increasing of the parallel flow shear is measured.

shear and for the configuration with γpfs = 0.13 cs/a. Differently from the Waltz standard case, the selected1

triplet for this analysis is composed by k = (kxρs, kyρs) = (0.14, 0), k′ = (k′xρs, k
′
yρs) = (0.14,−0.25) and2

k′′ = (k′′xρs, k
′′
yρs) = (0, 0.25). As before, the mode k′ = (0.14,−0.25) is equivalent to the complex conjugate3

of k? = (−0.14, 0.25), which thereby will be employed in the computation of Nn and Nu. The binormal4

wavenumber selected is kyρs = 0.25, since the heat flux spectra, not shown here for the sake of simplicity, are5

peaking at that wavelength regardless the value of γpfs. The results of such an analysis, reported in Figure6

18, show that the increase of the zonal shearing rate can be related to the enhancement of the zonal flow7

turbulent source when the parallel flow shear is taken into account. Indeed, while for the Nn parameter the8

contributions for the two configurations are similar, the better coupling between the electrostatic potential9

and the deuterium parallel velocity in the presence of a finite parallel flow shear results in a largely enhanced10

Nu parameter, as panel (b) of Figure 18 shows.11

As already reported in section 2.2.4, the possible combinations of the wavevectors resulting in the perpen-12

dicular wavevector k = (0.14, 0) are multiple. The same analysis carried out for the other triplets produces13

very similar results, with a notable enhancement of the parameter Nu due to an increase of the parallel14

velocity of the thermal ions.15

These results show that the beneficial effect of the parallel flow shear on the ITG-driven turbulent16

transport are not related to a particular configuration of the studied system. Rather, it appears as a general17

and systematic effect to be accounted for, together with the well-established effect of the perpendicular18

flow [4].19

4 Conclusions20

The effect of the parallel flow shear on the transport induced by the toroidal ITG instability in the well-21

known Waltz standard case has been analyzed by means of gyrokinetic simulations with the Gene code. It22

has been shown that, beyond the well-established paradigm of the beneficial perpendicular mean flow on the23

turbulent transport [9,10], the parallel flow shear can reduce the nonlinearly computed fluxes driven by the24

ITG. Although the parallel flow shear has been shown to increase the linear growth rate of the ITG modes,25

the nonlinear reduction of the turbulent transport reported in this study reaches noteworthy levels at high26

flows, leading thus to a better thermal confinement of the system. It has been shown that in the presence of27

parallel flow shear, the zonal flow shearing of the electrostatic potential is enhanced at low kx values. Such an28

increased zonal flow activity has a direct effect [1,16] on the saturation process of the ITG-driven turbulent29
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Figure 18: The parallel dependence of the time-averaged absolute values of Nn (a) and Nu (b), computed
for the triplet k = (0.14, 0), k′ = (0.14,−0.25) and k′′ = (0, 0.25), is shown for two different configurations,
without parallel flow shear (γpfs = 0) in blue, and with finite parallel flow shear γpfs = 0.13 cs/a in red.

transport, reducing thereby the levels of the nonlinear saturated fluxes. Dedicated analyses on the zonal flow1

generation suggest that the parallel flow shear effects on the radial spectra and on the parallel structures2

of the electrostatic potential and of the thermal ion density and parallel velocity may result in an increased3

coupling of the zonal flow turbulent sources. Consistently with the formulation of Ref. [40], the parameters4

of merit Nn and Nu, representing the turbulent source of the zonal flows, are enhanced in the presence of5

a finite parallel flow shear. This increase of the sources of the zonal flows leads, hence, to an enhancement6

of the saturation mechanism effectively acting on the ITG-driven transport reduction. Although the current7

study indicates that the generation of the zonal flows is related to the introduction of the parallel flow shear,8

more insightful investigation of the triad transfer energy function (see, e.g., Refs. [41–44]) will be assessed9

in a near future work.10

Such a reduction mechanism triggered by the parallel flow has also been generalized to the plasma edge11

of JET pulse #96994, characterized with a large NBI-induced toroidal rotation [20]. Consistently with the12

results produced for the simplified case of the Waltz standard configuration, the parallel flow shear has a13

beneficial effect on the ITG-driven turbulent transport, which is the dominant contribution to the total14

transport at ρtor = 0.8 for JET pulse #96994. The same underlying mechanism of boosting the zonal flow15

turbulent sources is identified to impact the saturation process of the ITG-driven heat fluxes. The level of16

the thermal ion flux at the nominal parallel flow shear γpfs = 0.13 cs/a (without retaining the perpendicular17

flow contribution) is found to be reduced of ∼55%.18
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